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Abstract: The near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR)-based atmospheric 
correction algorithms are used in satellite ocean color data processing, with the SWIR-based 
algorithm particularly useful for turbid coastal and inland waters. In this study, we describe 
the NIR- and two SWIR-based on-orbit vicarious calibration approaches for satellite ocean 
color sensors, and compare results from these three on-orbit vicarious calibrations using 
satellite measurements from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) onboard 
the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (SNPP). Vicarious calibration gains for VIIRS 
spectral bands are derived using the in situ normalized water-leaving radiance nLw(λ) spectra 
from the Marine Optical Buoy (MOBY) in waters off Hawaii. The SWIR vicarious gains are 
determined using VIIRS measurements from the South Pacific Gyre region, where waters are 
the clearest and generally stable. Specifically, vicarious gain sets for VIIRS spectral bands of 
410, 443, 486, 551, and 671 nm derived from the NIR method using the NIR 745 and 862 nm 
bands, the SWIR method using the SWIR 1238 and 1601 nm bands, and the SWIR method 
using the SWIR 1238 and 2257 nm bands are (0.979954, 0.974892, 0.974685, 0.965832, 
0.979042), (0.980344, 0.975344, 0.975357, 0.965531, 0.979518), and (0.980820, 0.975609, 
0.975761, 0.965888, 0.978576), respectively. Thus, the NIR-based vicarious calibration gains 
are consistent with those from the two SWIR-based approaches with discrepancies mostly 
within ~0.05% from three data processing methods. In addition, the NIR vicarious gains (745 
and 862 nm) derived from the two SWIR methods are (0.982065, 1.00001) and (0.981811, 
1.00000), respectively, with the difference ~0.03% at the NIR 745 nm band. This is the 
fundamental basis for the NIR-SWIR combined atmospheric correction algorithm, which has 
been used to derive improved satellite ocean color products over open oceans and turbid 
coastal/inland waters. Therefore, a unified vicarious gain set for VIIRS bands M1–M8 and 
M10–M11 has been implemented in the VIIRS ocean color data processing. Using the unified 
vicarious gain set, VIIRS mission-long ocean color data have been successfully reprocessed 
using the NIR-, SWIR-, and NIR-SWIR-based atmospheric correction algorithms. 
©2016 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 

Ocean color satellite sensors such as the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) 
[1], the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the Terra and Aqua 
satellites [2, 3], the Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) on the Envisat [4], 
and the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) on the Suomi National Polar-
orbiting Partnership (SNPP) [5, 6] measure the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiance Lt(λ) or 
reflectance ρt(λ), where ρt(λ) = π Lt(λ) / [F0(λ) cosθ0] with F0(λ) as the extraterrestrial solar 
irradiance [7] and θ0 as the solar-zenith angle, at multiple wavelengths from the visible to the 
near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR), which are designed for satellite ocean 
color remote sensing [8–11]. For the ocean-atmosphere system, the satellite sensor-measured 
TOA radiances can be expressed as [8–10]: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0cos ,t r A wc g wL L L t L T L t t nLλ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ θ λ= + + + + (1) 

where Lr(λ) and LA(λ) are radiance contributions from scattering by air molecules (Rayleigh 
scattering) [12–15] and aerosols (including multiple Rayleigh-aerosol interactions) [8, 16–18], 
respectively. Lwc(λ) and Lg(λ) are the radiance components due to sea surface whitecaps [19–
21] and the surface specular reflection of direct sunlight (sun glitter) [22, 23], respectively, 
and nLw(λ) is the normalized water-leaving radiance due to photons that penetrate the sea 
surface and are backscattered out of the water [10, 24–26]. The quantities t0(λ) and t(λ) are the 
atmospheric diffuse transmittances [10, 27] from the sun (with solar-zenith angle of θ0) to the 
water surface and from the water surface to the sensor (with sensor-zenith angle of θ), 
respectively. The parameter T(λ) is the direct atmospheric transmittance (with sensor-zenith 
angle of θ) from the water surface to the sensor [22]. To be brief, in this discussion it is 
assumed that the gas absorption effect has been accounted for in Eq. (1). 

Because the atmosphere and ocean surface radiance contributions (first four terms in Eq. 
(1)) can account for more than ~90% of the TOA radiance in the visible wavelengths [8–10], 
satellite-derived ocean color products such as normalized water-leaving radiance spectra 
nLw(λ) [8, 10], chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) concentration [28–31], water diffuse attenuation 
coefficient at the wavelength of 490 nm Kd(490) (or at photosynthetically available radiation 
(PAR) between 400 and 700 nm Kd(PAR)) [32–35], etc., are highly sensitive to the 
performance of the satellite sensor on-orbit calibration [36–42]. This places highly stringent 
requirements on the sensor on-orbit radiometric calibration for ocean color remote sensing, in 
particular, for the short visible bands. Even for a perfect atmospheric correction [8–10], i.e., 
effects of the atmosphere and ocean surface are accurately removed (first four terms in Eq. 
(1)), the error in the satellite-derived nLw(λ) spectra will be at least 10 times of the error in the 
sensor calibration (the ten-to-one rule). Thus, the uncertainty of ~0.1% in the sensor 
radiometric calibration leads to ~1% (or more) in the satellite-measured nLw(λ) at the short 
visible bands for open oceans [43]. To meet the accuracy of ~30% in satellite-measured Chl-a 
in the open ocean, it requires an uncertainty less than ~5% for the satellite-derived nLw(λ) in 
the blue bands [8, 10], i.e., the sensor on-orbit calibration should be at least within ~0.5%. 
Therefore, in addition to accurately tracking the sensor degradation using the solar and lunar 
methods [36–40, 42], the key calibration procedure for satellite ocean color remote sensing is 
the on-orbit vicarious calibration (VC) [44–47]. This procedure accounts for all of the 
components of the TOA radiances reflected from the ocean-atmosphere system by direct 
measurements or by calculations (simulations) based on in situ measurements and radiative 
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transfer theory. The calculated/simulated TOA radiances are then compared with those from 
sensor measurements, and VC gains can be derived to force the measurements (from satellite) 
and computations into confluence with the assumption that the computed TOA radiances are 
the correct values. 

Gordon (1998) [44] outlined a strategy for the sensor on-orbit VC for ocean color data 
processing. In this methodology, it is basically assumed that the longest wavelength band for 
ocean color data processing (e.g., the NIR 865 nm for SeaWiFS) is perfectly calibrated at 
prelaunch (or calibrated with other methods on-orbit), and then all other bands (shorter than 
the longest NIR band) are effectively calibrated with respect to the longest NIR band. In fact, 
it is really a relative spectral VC approach [44]. For the NIR band calibration, Wang and 
Gordon (2002) [45] show that, when using the Gordon and Wang (1994) [8] atmospheric 
correction algorithm, the on-orbit VC can produce sufficiently accurate TOA radiances for 
ocean color data processing as long as the calibration error at the longest NIR band is within 
~5% in magnitude. Importantly, this on-orbit VC approach does not depend on the sensor 
initial prelaunch calibration uncertainty for all the shorter wavelengths (e.g., shorter than the 
longest NIR band) [45], suggesting that efforts and resources should be placed on radiometric 
stability and complete prelaunch characterization of the instrument instead of sensor 
prelaunch absolute calibration. This sensor on-orbit VC methodology that uses the longest 
NIR band as the reference has been successfully applied to SeaWiFS, MODIS, MERIS, 
VIIRS, etc., for producing accurate global ocean color product data [6, 46, 48, 49]. 

For the NIR-based VC approach [44], the two NIR bands are used for atmospheric 
correction in the ocean color data processing with the assumption of a black ocean at these 
two NIR bands [8, 10], i.e., no nLw(λ) contributions at the NIR bands. However, the NIR 
black ocean assumption is often invalid for turbid coastal and inland waters [50–53], leading 
to significant errors in satellite-derived ocean color products. Based on the fact that waters are 
much more strongly absorbing at the SWIR bands compared with those at the NIR bands [54], 
the SWIR-based atmospheric correction algorithm has been proposed [9, 53, 55] and 
demonstrated to improve satellite ocean color products over turbid coastal and inland waters 
[56–58]. It has been shown that the ocean black pixel assumption is generally valid for the 
MODIS SWIR bands at 1240, 1640, and 2130 nm for highly turbid waters [59], and the 
assumption should also be valid for the three VIIRS-SNPP SWIR bands at 1238, 1601, and 
2257 nm. Thus, for the SWIR-based atmospheric correction for ocean color data processing, 
the SWIR-based on-orbit VC has been developed and applied to the satellite ocean color data 
processing to improve ocean color data quality over coastal and inland waters. 

In this paper, we develop and describe the NIR- and SWIR-based VC approaches for 
satellite ocean color data processing. In situ nLw(λ) data from the Marine Optical Buoy 
(MOBY) in waters off Hawaii [60] are used for deriving vicarious gains at the visible bands 
using both the NIR- and SWIR-based VC approaches for VIIRS-SNPP. The SWIR gains have 
been determined from the South Pacific Gyre (SPG) region where ocean waters are the 
clearest and generally stable. The Multi-Sensor Level-1 to Level-2 (MSL12) ocean color data 
processing system has been used to process satellite data as well as inversely derive vicarious 
gains. The VC gain sets derived from the NIR- and SWIR-based methods for VIIRS-SNPP 
are compared and evaluated. We show that the vicarious gains from the SWIR-based 
approaches are consistent with those from the NIR-based method. Thus, a consistent and 
unified vicarious gain set can be employed for satellite ocean color data processing using 
different atmospheric correction algorithms for various water cases, e.g., the NIR-based [8], 
the two SWIR-based [9], and the NIR-SWIR combined algorithm [55] for VIIRS global 
ocean color data processing. 

2. Basic physics for the sensor on-orbit vicarious calibration 

In the on-orbit VC for satellite ocean color sensors, the quantities of each term on the right-
hand-side of Eq. (1) are estimated and summed, and the sensor calibration is adjusted to yield 
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a value of Lt(λ) that is in agreement with the estimation. Specifically, the TOA Rayleigh-
scattering radiance Lr(λ) is computed using the solar-sensor geometry, atmospheric pressure, 
and surface wind speed [12–15]. Surface whitecap radiance contribution Lwc(λ) is estimated 
using the model with wind speed input [19]. Sun glint is generally avoided [22] in VC. 
Aerosol radiance LA(λ) and atmospheric diffuse transmittance t(λ) (or t0(λ)) can be calculated 
using the radiative transfer theory with aerosol models [27]. The normalized water-leaving 
radiance nLw(λ) spectra are measured directly at the VC site, e.g., from the MOBY site in 
Hawaii [60]. Generally, we can write the satellite-measured TOA radiance as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 ,M T
t tL a Lλ λ λ= +    (2) 

where ( ) ( )M
tL λ  is the radiance that would be measured by a satellite sensor and ( ) ( )T

tL λ  is the 

TOA “true” radiance. The quantity a(λ) is the sensor calibration error (before the VC). After 
the VC, the sensor-measured TOA radiance is modified as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 ,C T
t tL a Lλ λ λ′= +    (3) 

where ( ) ( )C
tL λ  is the “corrected” sensor-measured TOA radiance and a′(λ) is the residual 

calibration error after the VC. In fact, we can also write Eq. (3) as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,C M
t tL g Lλ λ λ=  (4) 

where g(λ) is the derived vicarious gain coefficients from the on-orbit vicarious calibration. 
Wang and Gordon (2002) [45] show that the residual calibration error a′(λ) in Eq. (3) depends 
on the quality of the VC in situ optics data (e.g., MOBY in situ data), but not on the 
calibration error a(λ) for λ less than the longest wavelength in the VC spectral band (e.g., the 
NIR 865 nm for SeaWiFS). It is noted that, for the longest wavelength band λl, a′(λl) = a(λl), 
because it is assumed that Lt(λl) is error free (or calibrated with other methods) in the VC 
procedure [44, 45]. 

Figure 1 shows simulation results of the ratio a′(λ)/a′(λl) after the VC with λl = 865 nm as 
a function of the wavelength for a(λl) (or a′(λl)) of ± 5%, ± 10%, and ± 15%. For this 
demonstration, the VC has been carried out specifically for an aerosol optical thickness of 
0.05 at 865 nm (i.e., τa(865) = 0.05) with a known aerosol model (i.e., the VC has been carried 
out with the same aerosol model as at the VC site) and for solar-zenith angle θ0, sensor-zenith 
angle θ, and relative azimuth-angle Δφ of 20°, 20°, and 90°, respectively. For cases with 
aerosol models different from that in the VC site, results are different, but quite close [45]. In 
addition, Fig. 1 also plots the curves of (λ/λl)

4 and (λ/λl)
3 that demonstrates a fundamental 

result of the VC procedure for satellite ocean color data processing—the ratio of the residual 
calibration error a′(λ)/a′(λl) after the VC varies more or less according to the inverse of the 
Rayleigh-scattering (molecules scattering), i.e., (λ/λl)

4. Thus, results in Fig. 1 show that, using 
the outlined on-orbit VC scheme [44], a′(λ) in the visible can be reduced to about an order of 
magnitude less than a′(λl). It also shows that the vicarious calibration should go from the 
longest wavelength (i.e., at the NIR 865 nm in Fig. 1) to the shorter wavelengths in order to 
fully use the power of Rayleigh-scattering, i.e., inversely proportional to the fourth power of 
the wavelength. Calibration errors are enlarged significantly when the VC is carried out from 
the shorter wavelengths to the longer wavelengths. This is a very important point for the VC 
approach and further emphasized here. 
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Fig. 1. Simulation results of the residual calibration error ratio a′(λ)/a′(λl) after the VC with λl = 
865 nm as a function of wavelength for a(λl) = ± 5%, ± 10%, and ± 15%. The simulations 
assume a known aerosol model in the VC site with an aerosol optical thickness of 0.05 at 865 
nm. 

3. Methodology and data 

3.1. The MSL12 ocean color data processing system 

The MSL12, which is the official NOAA VIIRS ocean color data processing system, has been 
used for processing satellite ocean color data from Sensor Data Records (SDR) (or Level-1B) 
to Environmental Data Records (EDR) (or Level-2) products for VIIRS, as well as other 
sensors, e.g., MODIS-Aqua, the Korean Geostationary Ocean Color Imager (GOCI) [61]. 
MSL12 was developed for the purpose of using a consistent and common data processing 
system to produce ocean color data from multiple satellite ocean color sensors [62–64]. 
Specifically, NOAA-MSL12 is based on the SeaWiFS Data Analysis System (SeaDAS) 
version 4.6 with some important modifications and improvements. In particular, these 
improvements and updates include the SWIR-based and NIR-SWIR combined atmospheric 
correction algorithms for improved ocean color data products in coastal and inland waters [9, 
55–58], as well as some applications related to the SWIR-based ocean color data processing. 

It should be noted that 12 aerosol models are used in the MSL12. Specifically, these 
aerosol models are the Oceanic model with the relative humidity (RH) of 99% (O99), the 
Maritime model with RH of 50%, 70%, 90%, and 99% (M50, M70, M90, and M99), the 
Coastal model with RH of 50%, 70%, 90%, and 99% (C50, C70, C90, and C99), and the 
Tropospheric model with RH of 50%, 90%, and 99% (T50, T90, and T99). These aerosol 
models are either directly from or derived based on the Shettle and Fenn (1979) models [65] 
for satellite ocean color data processing [8–10]. In addition, as the official VIIRS ocean color 
data processing system, MSL12 has been used for routine production of VIIRS global ocean 
color products (including global daily, 8-day, monthly, and climatology images) since the 
VIIRS launch on October 28, 2011 [6]. 

There are two modes for ocean color data processing in MSL12. In the normal forward 
ocean color data processing mode, fixed VC gain coefficients g(λ) are applied to satellite-

measured TOA radiance ( ) ( )M
tL λ  (i.e., SDR or Level-1B data) to carry out atmospheric 

correction and derive ocean color products such as nLw(λ) spectra, Chl-a, Kd(490), Kd(PAR), 

inherent optical properties (IOPs), etc. Thus, ( ) ( )C
tL λ  data from Eq. (4) are used for satellite 

ocean color data processing. In the MSL12 inverse data processing mode, however, in situ 
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nLw(λ) radiance spectra (or other known nLw(λ) radiance spectra) can be used as inputs to 
compute the nominal TOA radiances for given satellite pixels collocated at the in situ 
measurement location based on Eq. (1), and VC gain coefficients g(λ) for the matchup pixels 

are consequently generated as the ratio between the computed TOA radiance ( ) ( )C
tL λ  and the 

satellite-measured radiance ( ) ( )M
tL λ  (Eq. (4)), i.e., ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )C M

t tg L Lλ λ λ= . It should be 

noted that, for both the forward and inverse data processing, ocean color data processing 
algorithms in MSL12 are the same (i.e., the same algorithms for both forward and inverse 
ocean color data processing). 

3.2. MOBY in situ measurements 

In situ hyperspectral radiometric data were measured at the MOBY site [60] moored off the 
island of Lanai in Hawaii (http://moby.mlml.calstate.edu/MOBY-data). The location of the 
MOBY site (20°49.0′N, 157°11.5′W) is in usually stable and clear-ocean (oligotrophic) 
waters. The water mass at the MOBY site is generally horizontally homogeneous, clear, and 
deep water, while the atmosphere over the MOBY site is predominantly marine aerosols with 
generally low aerosol reflectance contributions (i.e., low aerosol optical thickness) and is free 
of terrestrial influence. The MOBY program (currently funded by NOAA) has provided 
consistently high-quality clear-ocean hyperspectral optics data since 1997, supporting the VC 
of various satellite ocean color missions, e.g., SeaWiFS, MODIS, MERIS, VIIRS, etc. In 
particular, to monitor, evaluate, and assess VIIRS SDR (or Level-1B) and ocean color EDR 
(or Level-2) products, in situ nLw(λ) measurements at the VIIRS-spectrally-weighted bands 
from January 2012 to the present were obtained from the NOAA CoastWatch website 
(http://coastwatch.noaa.gov/moby/). In addition to the VC, it is particularly useful to evaluate 
the VIIRS on-orbit calibration performance and the stability of the SDR by comparing VIIRS-
derived nLw(λ) with those from MOBY in situ measurements [6, 43, 66]. For this study, 
MOBY in situ optics data are used as input for running MSL12 (inverse mode) to derive the 
VC gains g(λ) for VIIRS-SNPP using both the NIR- and SWIR-based VC approaches. 

3.3. The NIR- and SWIR-based VC approaches 

In the MSL12 ocean color data processing system, an inverse data processing module has 
been developed to compute the TOA radiance in the exact retrieval-reversal process for all 
radiance components in Eq. (1), i.e., Lr(λ), LA(λ), Lwc(λ), and Lg(λ), as well as atmospheric 
direct and diffuse transmittances T(λ) and t(λ) (or t0(λ)), corresponding to the visible, NIR, and 
SWIR bands. In situ measurements of nLw(λ) from MOBY site are used to complete the TOA 
radiance contribution in Eq. (1). The MOBY observation closest in time to the satellite 
overpass is chosen from the three daily MOBY measurements, and normally these are 
observations at ~00:00 UTC. The matchup pixel is identified in the corresponding VIIRS 
images. An 11 × 11 pixel box centered at the MOBY matchup pixel is used for further 
screening and quality control of satellite observations, and computing the VC gains. The data 
screening criteria include an aerosol optical thickness at the NIR band (e.g., VIIRS 862 nm) 
less than 0.15, a sun glint coefficient [22] less than 0.005, solar- and sensor-zenith angles θ0 
and θ less than 70° and 55°, respectively, and no associated flags such as clouds, stray light or 
atmospheric correction failure. If a pixel passes the above criteria, matchup in situ MOBY 

nLw(λ) data are used to compute the TOA radiance ( ) ( )C
tL λ , and VC gains are then derived 

according to Eq. (4). In this work, MOBY in situ measurements between February 2012 and 
April 2016 are used to find VIIRS-MOBY matchups for the on-orbit VC for VIIRS-SNPP. 

As discussed, the same retrieval-reversal data processing can be applied for both the NIR- 
and SWIR-based ocean color data processing using the MSL12. Furthermore, it is particularly 
noted that the VC gain coefficients for the NIR- and SWIR-based VC procedures are derived 
independently (separately) from the NIR- and SWIR-based ocean color data processing using 
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the MSL12. In addition, the SWIR-based vicarious calibration approach can derive VC gains 
for the visible and NIR bands, while only the visible VC gains can be derived using the NIR-
based VC method. Specifically, for VIIRS-SNPP, the two NIR bands at 745 and 862 nm (M6 
and M7) are used for the NIR-based VC [8], while the SWIR bands at 1238 and 1601 nm (M8 
and M10) (named SWIR1) and the SWIR bands at 1238 and 2257 nm (M8 and M11) (named 
SWIR2) are employed for the SWIR-based VC approaches [9]. Therefore, VIIRS global 
ocean color data products can be derived using the NIR-, SWIR1-, and SWIR2-based, as well 
as the NIR-SWIR combined, ocean color data processing using the MSL12. 

3.4. Specific VC procedure for VIIRS 

Some extensive tests and evaluations have been carried out in order to develop robust VC 
approaches (i.e., detailed procedures and steps) for VIIRS-SNPP. In fact, we have developed 
the VC procedure for VIIRS using MOBY in situ optics data and VIIRS observations at the 
SPG and Hawaii MOBY ocean regions to derive VC gains g(λ) for the VIIRS visible, NIR, 
and SWIR spectral bands. The specific VC procedure for VIIRS-SNPP is outlined below. 

1. Set initial VC gains at the VIIRS SWIR bands 1238 nm (M8) and 1601 nm (M10) to 
be 1. 

2. Using fixed two aerosol models M70 and M90 with equal weight (i.e., 50% for each 
model), the SWIR-based VC procedure can be carried out to derive the VC gain for 
VIIRS SWIR band M8 (1238 nm) in the SPG region. Note that the VC gain for the 
SWIR 1601 nm band is still 1 at the first iteration. 

3. Using the derived VC gains at the SWIR 1238 and 1601 nm bands from the SPG 
region, the SWIR-based ocean color data processing can be carried out to derive VC 
gains for the VIIRS two NIR bands 745 and 862 nm (M6 and M7) at the MOBY site. 
This process assumes the black ocean pixel (i.e., nLw(λ) = 0) in Eq. (1) for the VIIRS 
two NIR bands at the MOBY site. 

4. Iterate steps 2–3, adjusting of the VC gains at the VIIRS 1238 and 1601 nm bands at 
the SPG site until the derived gain at the NIR 862 nm band is 1. Specifically, if the 
NIR 862 nm gain is smaller (or larger) than 1, the gain of the SWIR 1601 nm band is 
then increased (or decreased) and the SPG procedure (step 2) is re-run to derive the 
gain for the SWIR 1238 nm band. The step 3 is carried out to re-derive the NIR 862 
nm gain. The iteration is continued until the gain for the NIR 862 nm band is 
converged to 1. Thus, VC gains for the two NIR bands are derived with the goal to 
have the VIIRS 862 nm band equal to 1. This is due to the fact that VIIRS on-orbit 
radiometric calibration for the NIR bands is more accurate and reliable than those of 
the SWIR bands (i.e., we have more confidence with the accuracy of the NIR 
calibrations than those of the SWIR bands). At the same time, the VC gains for all 
visible bands (M1–M5) can be derived using the SWIR-based data processing with 
the VIIRS SWIR bands 1238 and 1601 nm. Thus, VC gains for VIIRS visible and 
NIR bands are derived using the SWIR1-based data processing (i.e., using the two 
SWIR bands at 1238 and 1601 nm). 

5. With the derived two NIR VC gains, the NIR-based ocean color data processing 
(inverse processing in the MSL12) can be carried out to derive VC gains for all 
visible bands M1–M5. It is noted that, except for the VC gains at the two NIR bands, 
the SWIR1-derived and NIR-derived VC gains at the VIIRS visible bands (M1–M5) 
are independently derived using the MSL12. 

6. Repeat step 4 to adjust the VIIRS SWIR band at 2257 nm using the SWIR band at 
1238 nm (with the VC gain derived in the step 4 for the SWIR 1238 nm band) to 
make the gain of the VIIRS NIR 862 nm band equal to 1 at the MOBY site. Note that 
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the two SWIR bands at 1238 and 2257 nm are used for the data processing and only 
VC gain at the SWIR 2257 nm is adjusted (no gain changes for other two SWIR 
bands). Again, VC gains for the two NIR bands can be derived keeping the gain at 
the longest NIR band equal to 1. At the same time (once the gain at the NIR 862 nm 
is equal to 1), VC gains for all visible bands (M1–M5) and the NIR 745 nm (M6) can 
be derived. This is the SWIR2-based approach using the SWIR 1238 and 2257 nm 
bands for the ocean color data processing. 

 
Therefore, three VC gain sets are derived for VIIRS ocean color data processing, i.e., VC 

gain sets from the NIR-based (745 and 862 nm), SWIR1-based (1238 and 1601 nm), and 
SWIR2-based (1238 and 2257 nm). To show results clearly, we use parameters g(NIR)(λ), 
g(SWIR1)(λ), and g(SWIR2)(λ) as the VC gain coefficient sets derived from these approaches. 

 

Fig. 2. VC gains g(NIR)(λ) as a function of time from 2012 to 2016 derived using the NIR-based 
VC method for VIIRS bands at (a) 410 nm, (b) 443 nm, (c) 486 nm, (d) 551 nm, and (e) 671 
nm. For a clear demonstration, g(NIR)(λ) values are plotted in every 50 values for each plot. 
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4. Results 

4.1. VIIRS-derived VC gains using the NIR-based approach 

Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, the SWIR VC gains at 1238 and 
1601 nm were derived at the SPG site. Through the iterations at both MOBY and SPG sites as 
outlined in Section 3.4, the NIR VC gains at the VIIRS 745 and 862 nm were also derived 
using the NIR nLw(λ) = 0 at the MOBY site (i.e., using the black pixel assumption). The goal 
for the iteration is to derive the VC gain of 1 for the longest VIIRS NIR band at 862 nm. 
Effectively, this assumes that the on-orbit instrument radiometric calibration for the VIIRS 
862 nm band is more robust and accurate than those of the SWIR bands. In fact, there are 
some issues with the SWIR bands calibration. After several rounds of the data processing and 
gain adjustments iteratively, the two NIR gains g(SWIR1)(745) and g(SWIR1)(862) converged to 
0.982065 and 1.00001 when the SWIR gains g(SWIR1)(1238) and g(SWIR1)(1601) were adjusted 
(iteratively) to 1.01812 and 0.994676, respectively. The iteration stopped with the NIR gain 
g(SWIR1)(862) of 1.00001, which was close enough to the goal of 1. 

Using the NIR gains g(NIR)(745) and g(NIR)(862) of 0.982065 and 1.0 (same values as for 
g(SWIR1)(745) and g(SWIR1)(862)), the NIR-based VC procedure was carried out to derive 
g(NIR)(λ) in the visible bands following the step (5) in Section 3.4. Figure 2 shows VIIRS NIR-
based VC gain g(NIR)(λ) as a function of time for g(NIR)(410) (Fig. 2(a)), g(NIR)(443) (Fig. 2(b)), 
g(NIR)(486) (Fig. 2(c)), g(NIR)(551) (Fig. 2(d)), and g(NIR)(671) (Fig. 2(e)), respectively. In Fig. 
2, a subset of g(NIR)(λ) values as a function of time is plotted, once every 50 values, from total 
of 21891 VC gain values for each band in an 11 × 11 pixel box centered at the MOBY 
location. It is noted that this is pixel-based VC gain, i.e., each valid pixel has a VC gain. The 
median VC gains derived using the NIR-based VC approach for VIIRS bands M1–M5 are 
listed in Table 1. The median is used, rather than the mean, to effectively eliminate the 
possible effects of the outliers. The corresponding standard deviation (STD) values of the VC 
gains for these five VIIRS visible bands are also listed in Table 1. It is noted that the noise in 
terms of the g(NIR)(λ) STD performance generally trends lower from blue to red bands (Table 
1), i.e., shorter to longer wavelengths (also visually observable from Fig. 2). This is due to the 
fact that the noise (or error) of the VC gains is largely driven by the imperfect atmospheric 
correction in the ocean color data processing, i.e., larger errors in the derived nLw(λ) at the 
shorter wavelengths [8]. 

4.2. VIIRS-derived VC gains using the SWIR1-based approach 

Similar to the NIR-based VC computation as shown in Section 4.1, the box of 11 × 11 pixels 
centered at the MOBY location between February 2012 and April 2016 is used to compute the 
SWIR1-based VC gain coefficients g(SWIR1)(λ) using the VIIRS SWIR bands 1238 and 1601 
nm. Figures 3(a)–3(g) show VIIRS-derived VC gain g(SWIR1)(λ) as a function of time for 
g(SWIR1)(410), g(SWIR1)(443), g(SWIR1)(486), g(SWIR1)(551), g(SWIR1)(671), and g(SWIR1)(745), 
respectively. These VC gains were derived from the SWIR1-based VC approach using the 
VIIRS SWIR bands of 1238 and 1601 nm with g(SWIR1)(1238) and g(SWIR1)(1601) of 1.01812 
and 0.994676, respectively. Note that with the SWIR-based VC approach, the gains for the 
NIR bands can also be derived. As described in Section 3.4, the SWIR gains of g(SWIR1)(1238) 
and g(SWIR1)(1601) are finalized after sufficient iterations in order to obtain the NIR VC gain 
g(SWIR1)(862) to converge to 1. Similar to the calculations of g(NIR)(λ) values, median values of 
the 21891 VC gain values are selected as the final VC gains for VIIRS mission-long ocean 
color data processing in order to filter out the anomalous g(SWIR1)(λ) values. The corresponding 
VC gains derived using the SWIR1-based VC approach for VIIRS bands along with the 
corresponding STD values are shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 3. VC gains g(SWIR1)(λ) as a function of time from 2012 to 2016 derived using the SWIR1-
based VC method (with 1238 and 1601 nm bands) for VIIRS bands at (a) 410 nm, (b) 443 nm, 
(c) 486 nm, (d) 551 nm, (e) 671 nm, and (f) 745 nm. For a clear demonstration, g(SWIR)(λ) 
values are plotted in every 50 values for each plot. 

Table 1. VIIRS-SNPP NIR- and SWIR-based vicarious gains. 

VIIRS Band 
(nm) 

NIR-Method SWIR1-Method SWIR2-Method Difference (%) 

Gains STD Gains STD Gains STD 
SWIR1 
vs. NIR 

SWIR2 
vs. NIR 

410 (M1) 0.979954 0.0129 0.980344 0.0190 0.980820 0.0181 0.040 0.088 
443 (M2) 0.974892 0.0142 0.975344 0.0219 0.975609 0.0212 0.046 0.074 
486 (M3) 0.974685 0.0131 0.975357 0.0246 0.975761 0.0240 0.069 0.110 
551 (M4) 0.965832 0.0100 0.965531 0.0299 0.965888 0.0314 −0.031 0.006 
671 (M5) 0.979042 0.0064 0.979518 0.0356 0.978576 0.0445 0.049 −0.048 
745 (M6) 0.982065 — 0.982065 0.0379 0.981811 0.0476 0.000 −0.026 
862 (M7) 1.00000 — 1.00001 0.0423 1.00000 0.0490 0.001 0.000 
1238 (M8) — — 1.01812 — 1.01812 — — — 

1601 (M10) — — 0.994676 — — — — — 
2257 (M11) — — — — 1.20252 — — — 
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Fig. 4. VC gains g(SWIR2)(λ) as a function of time from 2012 to 2016 derived using the SWIR2-
based VC method (with 1238 and 2257 nm bands) for VIIRS bands at (a) 410 nm, (b) 443 nm, 
(c) 486 nm, (d) 551 nm, (e) 671 nm, and (f) 745 nm. For a clear demonstration, g(SWIR)(λ) 
values are plotted in every 50 values for each plot. 

Compared to results in Fig. 2 from the NIR-based VC method, the SWIR1-based 
g(SWIR1)(λ) results are noisier for all visible bands, and data noise actually increases with 
increasing wavelength (different from results in the NIR-based approach). For the NIR-based 
VC approach, atmospheric correction related data noise plays a much more important role 
than the noise from the sensor NIR band performance. In contrast, the sensor noises from the 
two SWIR bands [67] in the SWIR1-based ocean color data processing outweighed the noise 
due to imperfect atmospheric correction. 

4.3. VIIRS-derived VC gains using the SWIR2-based approach 

Figure 4 provides VIIRS gain results of g(SWIR2)(410) (Fig. 4(a)), g(SWIR2)(443) (Fig. 4(b)), 
g(SWIR2)(486) (Fig. 4(c)), g(SWIR2)(551) (Fig. 4(d)), g(SWIR2)(671) (Fig. 4(e)), and g(SWIR2)(745) 
(Fig. 4(f)), respectively, which were derived from the SWIR2-based VC approach using the 
SWIR bands 1238 and 2257 nm with g(SWIR2)(1238) and g(SWIR2)(2257) equal to 1.01812 and 
1.20252, respectively. It should be noted that VC gains g(SWIR2)(1238) and g(SWIR2)(2257) were 
derived differently than VC gains g(SWIR1)(1238) and g(SWIR1)(1601). To derive g(SWIR2)(2257), 
g(SWIR2)(1238) was set to be the same as g(SWIR1)(1238), and the gain g(SWIR2)(2257) was 
computed by adjusting g(SWIR2)(2257) iteratively to achieve the goal for the gain of the VIIRS 
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NIR 862 nm band to be 1 at the MOBY site. When the gain g(SWIR2)(2257) is adjusted to 
1.20252 (with g(SWIR2)(1238) of 1.01812), the NIR VC gain g(SWIR2)(862) reaches 1.00000. The 
VC gains for all visible bands (M1–M5) and the NIR 745 nm band (M6) can then be derived 
using the SWIR2-based VC approach with the VIIRS SWIR bands 1238 and 2257 nm. 
Therefore, g(SWIR2)(λ) for the VIIRS visible and NIR bands are derived separately from the VC 
approaches for deriving g(SWIR1)(λ) and g(NIR) (λ). 

 

Fig. 5. Comparisons of histograms in the derived VC gains using the NIR-based, SWIR1-
based, and SWIR2-based methods for VIIRS bands of (a) 410 nm, (b) 443 nm, (c) 486 nm, (d) 
551 nm, and (e) 671 nm. Plot (f) shows histograms for the SWIR1-based VC gains g(SWIR1)(λ) 
and SWIR2-based VC gains g(SWIR2)(λ) at the VIIRS NIR 745 nm band (similar histogram 
distributions for the NIR 862 nm band). 

Table 1 shows the VC gains using the SWIR2-based approach. Also shown in Table 1 are 
the corresponding STD values of the VC gains for the seven VIIRS M bands (visible and NIR 
bands). As expected, the g(SWIR2)(λ) noise, in terms of STD values, is comparable to the 
g(SWIR1)(λ) noise and larger than the noise for g(NIR)(λ). 

4.4. Comparison of VIIRS-derived VC gains using the NIR- and SWIR-based 
approaches 

Figure 5 compares histograms of g(NIR)(λ), g(SWIR1)(λ), and g(SWIR2)(λ) for VIIRS-SNPP bands at 
410 nm (Fig. 5(a)), 443 nm (Fig. 5(b)), 486 nm (Fig. 5(c)), 551 nm (Fig. 5(d)), and 671 nm 
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(Fig. 5(e)). Figure 5(f) shows histograms of the VC gain distributions for the VIIRS NIR band 
g(SWIR1)(745) and g(SWIR2)(745) derived from the SWIR1-based and SWIR2-based VC 
methods. Histogram distributions for g(SWIR1)(862) and g(SWIR2)(862) are similar to those of 
g(SWIR1)(745) and g(SWIR2)(745). The histograms in Fig. 5 show that g(NIR)(λ), g(SWIR1)(λ), and 
g(SWIR2)(λ) have almost identical modes and median values even though the g(SWIR1)(λ) and 
g(SWIR2)(λ) results have wider distributions (larger STD values) than those from g(NIR)(λ) due to 
larger noise. As discussed previously, the g(SWIR1)(λ) and g(SWIR2)(λ) noise data are dominated 
by the VIIRS sensor noise at the SWIR bands, i.e., low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values 
[67]. For the NIR-based results, the width of the histogram (i.e., data noise or STD value) 
decreases with increasing wavelength, while for the SWIR-based VC approaches the width in 
distribution histograms (or STD value) increases with increasing wavelength. However, the 
NIR-based and two SWIR-based approaches show consistent vicarious gain results, i.e., VC 
gain factors g(NIR)(λ), g(SWIR1)(λ), and g(SWIR2)(λ) are almost identical for all visible bands 
(difference mostly within ~0.05%). In fact, the gain differences between the SWIR1- and 
NIR-based approaches for VIIRS bands at 410, 443, 486, 551, and 671 nm are 0.040%, 
0.046%, 0.069%, −0.031%, and 0.049%, respectively (Table 1). The gain differences between 
the SWIR2 and NIR approaches for VIIRS bands at 410, 443, 486, 551, and 671 nm are 
0.088%, 0.074%, 0.110%, 0.006%, and −0.048%, respectively (Table 1). It is also noted that 
differences of the g(NIR)(λ), g(SWIR1)(λ), and g(SWIR2)(λ) distributions (Fig. 5) are small in the 
shorter wavelengths such as at 410 nm (Fig. 5(a)) and 443 nm (Fig. 5(b)), and differences 
gradually increased with increasing wavelength in the green band of 551 nm (Fig. 5(d)) and 
the red band of 671 nm (Fig. 5(e)). As discussed previously, these large differences at the 
green and red bands between the NIR- and SWIR-based VC approaches are mainly caused by 
the poor sensor performance at the SWIR bands. 

For g(SWIR1)(745) and g(SWIR2)(745) (Fig. 5(f)), and g(SWIR1)(862) and g(SWIR2)(862) (results 
not shown), the histograms are similar with close mode and STD values (Table 1). In 
particular, the two SWIR-derived NIR VC gains are consistent with the difference in VC gain 
in the NIR 745 nm equal to −0.026% (Table 1). 

Table 2. Unified NIR and SWIR vicarious gains for VIIRS-SNPP. 

VIIRS 
Spectral Band 

(nm) 
Vicarious Gains 

410 (M1) 0.979954 
443 (M2) 0.974892 
486 (M3) 0.974685 
551 (M4) 0.965832 
671 (M5) 0.979042 
745 (M6) 0.982065 
862 (M7) 1.00000 

1238 (M8) 1.01812 
1601 (M10) 0.994676 
2257 (M11) 1.20252 

 
The consistency of these VC gain results provides the fundamental basis for the ocean 

color data processing using the NIR-based, SWIR-based, and NIR-SWIR combined 
atmospheric correction algorithms for open oceans and turbid coastal/inland waters [8, 9, 55]. 
Therefore, a unified VC gain set can be used for the satellite ocean color data processing 
using the NIR- and SWIR-based ocean color data processing, which insures consistent ocean 
color products with different atmospheric correction algorithms (NIR, SWIR, and NIR-
SWIR-based approaches). Table 2 provides the final unified VC gain set for VIIRS ocean 
color data processing. In the final VC gain set, g(NIR)(λ) values are used for g(λ) in the VIIRS 
visible bands, i.e., g(410), g(443), g(486), g(551), and g(671), to accurately derive ocean color 
products over global open oceans using the NIR-based atmospheric correction, while the 
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SWIR1-based VC gains are used for g(745), g(862), g(1238), and g(1601) and the SWIR2-
based VC gain is used for g(2257). It is noted that VC gains that keep four digits after the 
decimal point should be generally accurate enough for ocean color data processing. 

With the unified VC gain set in Table 2, VIIRS mission-long ocean color data have been 
successfully reprocessed using the MSL12 with the NIR, SWIR, and NIR-SWIR methods. 
The VIIRS SWIR bands at 1238 and 1601 nm are used for the SWIR-based approaches for 
the ocean color data processing. VIIRS mission-long reprocessed ocean color images using 
the NIR-based, SWIR-based, and NIR-SWIR combined approaches and extensive calibration 
and validation results can be found at: (www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/sod/mecb/color/). 

5. Discussions and summary 

The sensor on-orbit vicarious calibration is a key calibration procedure necessary for satellite 
ocean color remote sensing. The VC methodology outlined by Gordon (1998) [44] and used 
for various satellite ocean color sensors, e.g., SeaWiFS, MODIS, MERIS, VIIRS, is really a 
relative spectral VC approach utilizing the power of Rayleigh scattering. It has been shown 
that, in order to fully use the power of Rayleigh scattering, the on-orbit VC for ocean color 
data processing should be carried out from the longer wavelength to the shorter wavelengths. 
With such an approach, sensor calibration errors after VC can be significantly reduced. 
Therefore, accurate ocean color products can be derived using the vicariously calibrated TOA 
radiance spectra data. 

Even though satellite ocean color products have been routinely produced using the NIR-
based data processing approach for the global ocean (e.g., from SeaWiFS, MODIS, MERIS, 
VIIRS), the NIR atmospheric correction can lead to significant errors in nLw(λ) spectra over 
turbid coastal and inland waters. It has been shown that the SWIR-based and NIR-SWIR 
combined atmospheric correction approaches in the ocean color data processing are useful to 
derive accurate ocean color products over turbid coastal and inland waters. Thus, it is 
necessary to have a VC approach that derives consistent VC gain set for the ocean color data 
processing using the NIR-, SWIR-, and NIR-SWIR-based atmospheric correction algorithms. 

In this study, we developed a VC approach for deriving consistent vicarious gains for the 
NIR- and SWIR-based ocean color data processing. Specifically, using the in situ MOBY 
optics observations between 2012 and 2016, VC gain coefficients for VIIRS-SNPP with the 
NIR and SWIR VC approaches are derived. There are a total of 21891 valid g(λ) values for 
VIIRS VC over the MOBY site. This pixel-based methodology is used to compute VC gains 
in the MOBY site, and no aerosol model is assumed in order to derive g(NIR)(λ) for the shorter 
NIR wavelengths (i.e., 745 nm for VIIRS). No arbitrary outlier filter for g(λ) is necessary with 
the proposed VC methodology and it is particularly more effective to deal with the noisy g(λ) 
coefficient in the SWIR-based calibration. The histograms of the derived g(λ) are generally 
normal distributions, suggesting that g(λ) from the proposed methodology is close to the mode 
values of the g(NIR)(λ), and the impact of the noise on g(SWIR1)(λ) and g(SWIR2)(λ) is minimized 
when median g(λ) values are derived. It should be noted that the VC gains are different for 
different SDR (or Level-1B) data and different ocean color data processing algorithms (or 
associated Rayleigh and aerosols lookup tables). In particular, accurate on-orbit instrument 
calibration and specifically for characterizing sensor on-orbit degradation trend precisely over 
time are critical to derive reliable VC gains for applications of satellite ocean color remote 
sensing [43]. 

We show that the NIR- and SWIR-based VC approaches, i.e., g(NIR)(λ), g(SWIR1)(λ), and 
g(SWIR2)(λ) values, are consistent with a discrepancy mostly within ~0.05% for VIIRS-SNPP, 
providing the foundation for the ocean color data processing with different approaches. A 
unified VC gain set for VIIRS-SNPP ocean color data processing has been derived and 
implemented in the MSL12. Therefore, using the unified VC gain set, the VIIRS mission-long 
ocean color products have been successfully reprocessed using the MSL12 with the NIR, 
SWIR, and NIR-SWIR combined methods. These three VIIRS ocean color product data 
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streams (i.e., NIR-, SWIR-, and NIR-SWIR-based approaches) are currently going forward 
using the MSL12 with the same unified gain set shown in Table 2. 
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